
 

 

August 20, 1996 

Dear Fantasy Football Team Owner: 

The 1996 Fantasy Football draft will be held Saturday, August 24th, at 7:00 p.m. in 

the Board Room of Levi Hospital. The Board Room is located on the second floor— 

upon entering the Hospital at the main entrance on Prospect there is a stairwell to the right 

which will lead to the second floor, then turn left. Please bring your yarmulke—if you are 

without, one will be provided at the door. Refreshments and food items will be provided. 

For those who are unable to participate in person but wish to call in, the direct line 

to Board Room is 622-3395. Depending on how many participants are using the phone, 

you may receive a busy signal, but please be persistent. 

The same rule applies as in the past with regards to the draft, with two quarterbacks, four 

running backs, four wide receivers and two kickers being selected at this time. 

Supplemental drafts will be announced at a later date. 

In the past, there has been some problems with Fantasy Football with team owners not 

being sufficiently capitalized. Credit cannot be extended past the opening kick-off of 

the first game on Sunday, September 1". If you have not paid at that time, your game 

will forfeited. 

Along with this letter is a form which I ask that you complete regarding the location to 

which you want your material mailed/faxed. Please complete the form in its entirety. I 

would prefer not to fax to the office as I take considerable literary license within the 

newsletter (as some of you may recall from years past). I will mail a hard copy to your 

office with "PERSONAL" written across the front and back or I will fax or mail to your 

home. 

Lineups will need to be forwarded to my office no later than 5:00 p.m. CST. My office 

FAX NUMBER IS 622-3500. My Secretary's name is Verna and I will provide her 

forms for her to assist in taking lineups over the phone. However, it would be prudent for 

you to utilize the FAX system if at all possible so I can have accurate records of your 

desire within your own handwriting (in other words, I will not accept an excuse that, 

"Verna misunderstoodr). 

I wish each of you good luck with the exception of Jim Braun, Don Bodemann, Kevin 

Hale, Chuck Larrison, Dennis Smith, Darrell Lovass, Dow-Stough/Robert Daniel, Mike 

Bodemann, Bob Ban-nett, Mark Varner, Three Amigos (Bill Sorrels), Rob McCrary, Bob 

Kleinhenz, Rick Henry, and Steve Bodemann. For the rest of you, I wish you the best and 
successful 1997 Fantasy Football Season. 
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FANTASY FOOTBALL 

1996 

WEEK 1 

Welcome to Fantasy Football "961 !I! So-you think you have the ability to be a Champion 

like the Three Wise Men. For a limited time, you can receive a 90 minute video tape with 

a step by step account of how the Three Stooges turned into the Three Wise Men to 

capture the "95" Fantasy Football Super Bowl. You will see footage never seen before 

including pre-draft conference sessions, the "95" Draft, weekly offensive and defensive 

strategies which resulted in a 3 game season ending winning streak and a 3 game march 

through the playoffs. Send $19.95 to Three Wise Men, Hot Springs, AR. For faster 

ordering call 622-3496 and have your credit card ready. Please allow 10-14 weeks for 

delivery. 

Intermission: Now for all you so called Office Staff which a presume are female, This 

letter is not meant for you and I have no control over whether you read this or deliver it  

immediately to the intended party. I must remind you that reading this is a violation of law 

and you will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law, On the other hand, if you do  

read this and enjoy it you may be my kind of woman. I can be reached at the previously 

noted number, Please do not call me at home,  

Now to some unsettled business. At the last year's Super Bowl Party, while in good 

spirits, a fellow FF owner spoke negatively towards me. Having taken the Treasures 

awarded from the league, I was in the running for additional rewards from the Super Bowl 

points board. When I mentioned that to a fellow owner, he stated "Just what we need, 

McCabe to win more ." I was crushed, heart broken. I've carried this pain, this hurt all 

Spring and Summer to get to this DAY. Barnett may Brenda in the heat of doing that 

nasty thing get a cramp in her calf causing her to bite down hard resulting in your Johnson 

being severed. I feel much better now, thank you. Irving my meds are starting to work. 

On to draft night. Could have been disastrous. Mike B. was having an anxiety attack. 

Haven't seen him this upset since he chewed out a tourist in-the 19th hole of the HSCC. 

Nonetheless, the draft must be considered successful since I'm still alive. 

Preseason Shit Head Moves: 

Barnett Cellars/S. Bodemann drafted a retired player-Faud Reviez. 

Dennis Smith drafts Fred Barnett who is injured and out for the year. 

Irving Kuo for drafting such a shifty team. 

 



 

 

PAGE 2 

All none Bodernann's remember this most important rule. Never, ever feel sorry for a 
Bodemann. When they are down, kick the living shit out of them. You will never receive 
any greater satisfaction in your life than seeing a Bodemann dragging their sorry fat asses 
into a corner while being covered in their own shit. The only good Bodemann is the one 
without a member. At least I'd have some use for her. 

Dear Ken in Knoxville: 

By now you probably recognize this style of writing. Yes, I'm Back after a long absence. 

You remember me don't you. Remember how I introduced you to the guys as the one who 

delivers babies at night and looks at sick twat during the day. I hope your practice grew 

because I would hate to have that same old twat hanging around the office all those years. 

Must go now Ellen is calling me. It is time to eat. 

Final thoughts. Your packet should contain a "96" schedule, e-ligting-eflettrinelivielual 

_Ara-picks, and this weeks line ups. Do to the volume, the draft picks of other 

teams will be mailed. Check your individual sheets for any errors. 

GOOD LUCK 

THE COMMISSIONER 
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One week down, 13 regular season weeks left. The first week had some surprises. Who could imagine 

that Young, Moon, Marino and George would not throw a TD pass. Last year they combined for 104 

TD's. On another note: nine FF Teams did not score a TD from a running back. Enough analysis, now 

on to ridicule and criticism. 

Lovaas—Wake Up and smell the coffee. Daryl waltzes into my office Thursday morning asking if I 

needed something. "Yea, 200 bananas and the Wednesday by 5:00 p.m. CST lineup!!! He states, "I 

didn't know the lineups were due by 5:00 p.m. CST on Wednesday." I asked, "How many years have 

you been in the league?" He responds, "Since its inception." I continued, "So Daryl, if you have been in 

the league since its inception and the lineups are due in by 5:00 p.m. CST for each of those years, What 

time will lineups be required to be submitted this year?" His response, "Duh?" Does anyone have a 

dumb blonde joke. I just know Lovaas is going to be a problem the week of Thanksgiving, Christmas 

and New Years. (Taking the place of Braun) 

BOY, the Daniel/Stough Team took the most important rule to heart, "Never, ever feel sorry for a 

Bodemann. I saw Mike and he still hasn't gotten all of his shit off: The Bodemann Clan are 1-2. 

Poor Klienhenz: I'm sure he stayed up all Monday night watching if his 5pt. Lead against McCrary 

would hold up. With McCrary having Boniol it was iffy. With 3:31 left in the fourth quarter Klienhenz's 

hopes/prayers were terminated. I hear that Boniol has an incentive in his contract to kick at least two 

FGs per game. 

$$$$$$$$$Still need registration fees from Barnett, Hale and Varner.$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

NEWS FLASH HALE JUST PAIDummummumumum" 

SUPPLEMENTAL DRAFT: MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16111, ROCKY'S 7:30 P.M. CST 

Question of the week: What does a Commissioner due with the registration fees during the season? 

a.) take a family cruise over Thanksgiving break 

b.) buy a 54 inch color TV 

c.) place proceeds in a Cash Management Account 

d.) purchase/invest in 300 shares of TWA 

e.) finish the year long kitchen project 

ANSWER HIDDEN IN THIS PACKET 

Old Business: One of the office staff of a FF Team Owner called me Tuesday. She liked the letter and 

stated she wanted to get to know me. 

SERIOUSLY!! I'M NOT KIDDINGuummum""mwmuni 



 

 

WEEK 2 LINEUPS
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RESULTS AND STANDINGS 

This week's key match-up Daniel/Stough vs. Lovass 

Week I 

THE CRACKED NUTS DIVISION 

DIVISION ONE  
 W L T % PF PA TRP 

Varner 1 0  1.00 51 47  

DaniellStough 1 0  1.00 34 12  

Henry 1 0  1.00 22 19  

Barnett 1 0  1.00 13 6  

Lovaas 0 1  0.00 47 51  

Three Amigos 0 1  0.00 19 22  

M. Bodemann 0 1  0.00 12 34  

Smith 0 1  0.00 6 13  
 

M. Bodemann 12 Daniel/Stough 34 

Mike Bodemann stomped by two little guys who together hardly measure as one. 

Got that from their wives. 

Henry 22 Three Amigos 19 

Lack of production from Marino kills Amigos. Henry had game won before E. 

Smith took to the field. Rick, you should have pulled Eminitt. Now he is hurt. 

Poor coaching will cost you later. 

Varner 51 Lovaas 47 

The Battle of the "NO PAYS." Lovaas scores enough to beat everyone else. 

Favre too much to handle. Dar* criticized my draft pick for him of Touchdown 

Tommy. Needless to say, Touchdown Tommy scored S.F. first TD. 

Barnett 13 Smith 6 

Boring!!! 



 

 

RESULTS AND STANDINGS 

This week's key match up. Cellars/Bodemann vs. Hale. 

WEEK 1 

THE NUT CRACKER DIVISION 

DIVISION TWO 

 W L T % r PF PA TRP 

Larrison 1 0  1.00 37 15 __ 

McCrary 1 0  1.00 36 35  

Cellars/S. Bodemann 1 0  1.00 32 13  

Hale 1 0  1.00 24 22  

Kleinhenz 0 1  0.00 35 36  

Braun 0 1  0.00 22 24  

Three Wise Men 0 1  0.00 15 37  

D. Bodemann 0 1  0.00 13 32   

D. Bodemann 13 Cellars/S. Bodemann 32 

Don goes direction of Brother Mike. Cellars/Bodemann find jewel in Phillips 

(St. Louis LB.) 

McCrary 36 Kleinhenz 35 

Good balance scoring on both sides. Kleinhenz will still be talking about this one 

when he falls short of payoffs by one game. 

Hale 24 Braun 22 

Another "NO PAY" wins with no points from Marino or Emmitt. d.)buys three- 

hundred shares of TWA. 

Larrison 37 Three Wise Men 15 

Ugly game Again, Favre too much to handle. 



 

 

FANTASY FOOTBALL 

1996 

WEEK 3 

Hey Jerk!! (you know who you are) Don't forget the Supplemental Drafts Monday* 

aotember 16 Rock's, 7:30 P.M CST.  

WEEK 4 OPEN DATES: Baltimore, Cincinnati, Houston, Pittsburgh. 

Poor Kleinhenz Week 1 lost by one pt. Week 2 led by 5 going into Monday Night. 

Larrison plays with Favre. The internist is much kinder than last week's nephrologist. 

The kill is quick and painless. Bob can sleep easy knowing he left Opts. on the bench by 

position. Hey Bob, next week looks promising You play Don Bodemann whose QB-

Steve Young has yet to throw a TD or run for one. Anyway he is hurt. Should be a cake 

walk for you. (Just remembered S.F. is off this weekend.) 

Last week's newsletter contained a NEWS FLASH that Hale paid. Kevin had promised 

to come in the Friday prior to opening weekend but on his return home that Thursday his 

wife, Kim, told him they were going to Dallas much to his surprise. Since I stated non- 

payers would forfeit Game 1 if they didn't pay I had to call Kim to verify his story. She 

insisted he was aware of their trip but forgot. She also stated that each morning she must 

remind him that he is a family practitioner and not a cardiovascular surgeon, that he is 

employed by National Park not St. Joe. Etc. God bless you Kim. You didn't many a 

husband , you married a life long project!! 

Kevin, sorry to hear you are moving off the lake soon. I enjoyed fishing at night just off 

your condo. Say, is that a bruise on Kim's right buttocks or a mole? Perhaps, you should 

pull the drapes. 

TIDBITS 

9 teams participated in Monday night football 

Of the eight matchups only I matchup did not participate in the Monday game. 

FF Stock portfolio: 

300 shares of TWA purchased 8-30-96 at $3887.45 or $12.96 per share. 

Market value as off the market close Wednesday, Sept 11 is 53386 UGH! 

QUESTION OF THE WEEK 

What is the correct spelling of this team owner? 

a.) Darrell Lovaas 

b.) Darrell Lovass 

c.) Daryl Lovass 
PLAINTIFF'S I 
EXHIBIT 
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d.) Daryl LAwaas 

e.) Daryl Lovaes 

f.) none of the above 

ANSWER HIDDEN IN THIS PACKET 

OLD BUSINESS: 

The sale of the video tape, The Three Wise Men's March to Glory, is not going well. 

I will accept orders through September 16 after which on more orders will be taken. 

On another note, I received a call from another office staff member of a FF owner. 

She wants to meet me too!! 

GOOD LUCK 

THE COMMISSIONER 



 

 

RESULTS AND STANDINGS 

WEEK 2 

THE CRACKED NUTS DIVISION 

DIVISION ONE  
 W L 

— 
T % PF PA  

Varner 2 0  1.00 81 73  

Henry 2 0  1.00 64 54  

Lovaas 1 1  0.50 92 84  

Daniel/Stough 1 1  0.50 60 42  

Three Amigos 1 1  0.50 46 40  

Barnett I 1  0.50 41 33  

M. Bodemann 0 2  0,00 45 79  

Smith 0 2  0.00 , 41 , 55  
 

Lovaas 45 M. Bodemann 33 

Lovaas led 33 to 27 going into Monday Night. Daryl adds 12 from Brooks vs. 6 points 

from Waiters for Mike. Anything from Steve Young (0 points) would have made this a 

great game. 

Smith 35 Henry 42  .  

Dennis leads by 5 going into Monday Night. Rick gets 13 from Jacke. Dennis is 0-2 but 

improved from his 6 point production in Week 1. 

Daniel/Stough 26 Varner 30 

Varner trails DanieVStough by 8 points going into Monday Night Again, the kill is quick 

and painless as Favre throws 2 TD's early and another in the 2'd half However, Varner is 

a non-payer to date and will be barred from the Supplemental Draft September 166 if 

payment is not made prior to then. 

Three Amigos 27 Barnett 18 

Only match-up without Monday Night participation. Barnett loses for the first time 

though should be second loss. Week I, Barnett needed only 7 points to win, he actually 

scored 13. Barnett is another "dead beat" and will be barred from the Supplemental Draft 

if payment is not made. 



 

 

FANTASY FOOTBALL 

1996 

WEEK 4 

Where do I begin? Wasn't sure I had enough material to write an entertaining 

newsletter until I spoke to Steve B. and Kevin Hale last Wednesday. 

But first things first!! WEEKS OPEN DATES: BUFFALO INDIANAPOLIS  

MIAMI, NEW ENGLAND!!! 

The time-4:45 p.m. The date—Wednesday, September 11, 1996. Cellars/ Bodemann 

have 2 players from previous week with open dates but no phone call from owners to 

change line up. Commissioner calls S. Bodemann office. Steveotonnts is OUT but he is 

paged. Steve has never returned a page so fast in his life. Says that he driving between 

hospitals hit a ping pong ball. Tough shit Stevel I I'm playing MOTHER HUBBARD. 

If not for a game of unbeatens I wouldn't give a rat's ass. Didn't help him though. 

Then there is Kevin Hale, the owner featured in last week's newsletter. My secretary, 

Verna, and I had all FF paperwork ready to fax by 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday, September 

11. After S. Bodemann call, only Hell to wait on, to wait on, to wait on. At 5:00 p.m., 

no call from Hell so I push Fax Button #20—Automated Fax list Activated. Verna and I 

close the office door at 5:05 p.m.. Verna goes her way, I go mine. I transverse the 4 

blocks home in 38.3 seconds. At 5:15 p.m., Dip Shit (I mean the respectable Dr. Hell) 

calls my home. The conversation goes like this. Hell-"Hey, why did you close your office 

early7 Pat-"We didn't close early. I locked the door at 5:05." K-"Did Not!" P-"Did 

to." K-"Did Not!" P-"Did to" K-"Did Not" P-"DID TO YOU STUPID SOB!!!" 

Hell stated he would like to make some changes. I concurred since the team Irving 

drafted is going no where. Anyway, to stop all the whining I caved in. 

On Thursday morning, I informed Verna that Hell had accused us of closing shop early. 

Now Verna is about 60 years old and I have never seen this side of her as she said, That 

peckerwood. That SOB caused me to stay late for no fucking reason. Mr. McCabe, I 

have raised two sons already. I'm too old to raise another. I'll QUIT!!!!" I told her to 

relax and that I would handle this.  

BOTTOM LINE: If Verna's not happy, I'm not happy. Line ups must be in by 5:00 

p.m. CST. If not, don't call since our goal is to push Fax Button 20 at 5:00. 



 

 

RESULTS AND STANDINGS 
WO 3 

THE CRACKED NUTS DIVISION 

DIVISION ONE  
 W L T % PF PA TRP 

Varner 2 1  0.67 93 97  

Henry 2 1  0.67 100 95.  

Barnett 2 1  0.67 96 49  

Three Amigos 2 1  0.67 81 70  

Daniel/Stough 2 1  0.67 101 78  

Lovaas 1 2  0.33 108 139  

Smith 1 2  0.33 65 85  

M. Bodemann 0 3 _ 0 , 75 114   

Mike Bodemann 30 Three Amigos 35 

Very good ball game and tough loss for Mike Bodernann. Marino for the Amigos throws three 

touchdown passes but none to O.J. McDuffle which would have given Mike the win. However; could 

have been a larger margin of victory for the Amigos had Buffalo been more active in the scoring column 

with the possibility of Thurman Thomas scoring a touchdown. 

Henry 36 Daniel/Stough 41 

Daniel/Stough over came 0 points from Scott Mitchell with two touchdowns from Barry Sanders. They 

win during the Monday Night Football Game when Jerome Bettis breaks away for their winning 

touchdown. d) These is no wrong answer. (personal preference) Henry has good balance scoring with 

four of seven players scoring, however, without Mitchell throwing any touchdown passes to Herman 

Moone, Henry loses. 

Varner 12 Smith 24 

Could be the most stupid play of the year as outlined in the cover letter. Varner pulls Favre for Jim Kelly. 

Favre scores 18, but Kelly scores 0. Eighteen points would have allowed Varner to remain unbeaten. 

Dennis receives a cheap win with only 2 of 7 players scoring, one being his field goal kicker. 



 

 

FANTASY FOOTBALL 

1996 

WEEK 5 

Writing this letter has become a little bit easier now that the Three Wise Men (according 

to Irving Kuo) posted their first victory? More on that later. 

WEEK 6 OPEN DATES: Arizona, Dallas, NY Giants, Philadelphia, 

Tampa Bay, Washington and A Boy Named Sue. 

CORRECTIONS 11 11 1 

Let's return to Week Three Results for a moment. In the game between D. Bodemann 

and Bob Kleinhenz , I had the score Bod. 35, Bob 30. I inadvertently misread a zero for 

Rodney Hampton as a 6 thereby causing Bob to lose by 5 rather than winning by 1. 

Unfortunately, there was irreparable harm to Bob. Following his perceived third loss, 

Bob sought the attention of Irving Kuo. A short hospitalization was necessary. While 

the medications had limited success, news that he might have actually won started to filter 

through to the other patients before I could confirm. I realized that I MUST CONFIRM 

prior the other patients tugging on his gown and whispering the possibility into his ear. 

I was able to confirm! Don had called me to question his winning rather than losing. 

When I informed Bob Of this BODEMANN'S HONESTY AND INTEGRITY, Bob 

started shouting in tongues then got tongue tide as he shouted, "LONG LIVE DON, 

LONG LIVE DON, LONG LIVE DONG, LONG LIVE DONG, LONG DONG LIVES, 

LONG DONG LIVES 111!111(rm truly any.) 

In Week 4 Newsletter, I wrote of Varner pulling Favre for Kelly. We all know the result, 

"Now You Will Hear The Rest Of The Story." By the time Mark called in his lineup last 

Wednesday the first two pages of the newsletter was already produced so I couldn't put in 

his stupid comment until now. The conversation goes like this. Mark—"Heyyyyyyyyy, 

suppose you are wondering why I pulled Favre for Kelly last week? P-"Because your a 

stupid shithead?? Yea, I have nothing better to do than look out my office picture 

window and contemplate the chemical reaction (or lack thereof) within your flicking head 

which resulted in the top running HEAD IN THE BUTTE PLAY OF THE YEAR.  

M—"I thought Green Bay was OFF. 

Now I know that I faxed the newsletter to the Bodemann Clan for distribution which 

includes Ma& Perhaps this was the newsletter Sorrells made off with prior to Jeanne 

being able to distribute copies to everyone. Investigation to continue. 

Mark, In the event that you just failed to READ your newsletter let me remind you that all 

Open Dates are identified on Page 1 each week for the NEXT WEEK PLAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT 

13  



 

 

More Projects: 

Mark to assist you-Green Bay is of Week 8, Sunday October 20. The lineup will be due 

Wednesday, October 16 at 5:00. Why don't you fill out Week 8 roster right now with 

Kelly's name in for QB. Remember, only one off week per season per team. Therefore, 

unless Fevre is hospitalized in a drug rehab center play him during WEEKS 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 

11, 12, 13, 14, stupid shithead!!!!! 

Then there was the Braunster. On Week 3 weekend, Kleinhenz and Braun take wives to a 

couple swap in New York City. Bob calls in lineup from NYC with Robin giggling in the 

background_ Didn't hear from the Braun. Both due back Wednesday, still time to give 

lineup for Week 4. At 4:30 p.m. Wednesday I call his office. They say he won't be in 

until Thursday. I call his home, Braun answers. Pat-"Hey Jim, Pat here, have any lineup 

changes. Jim-"Hey I do but rll call you tonight" P-"What time zone are you in right 

now" B-"Oh no, how much time do I have." P-" 27 minutes and counting" B-"Let's see, 

What do you think Pat, etc.etc.etc. At 4:57 he Snaky submits a damn lineup. It is only 

200 bananas Jim. Anyway, I can't believe he would seek counsel from someone 0-3 _ 

QUESTION OF TEE WEEK: 

Which owner(s) is the biggest lifelong project for all who come to know them? 

a) Kevin Hell 

b) Steve Bodemann 

c) Mark Butte Head Varner 

d) Braunster 

e) There is no wrong answer. 

NEW AND ACTUAL BUSINESS 

At the Supplemental Draft, the Commissioner inadvertently sought 10 bananas from each 

owner for a late season loser playoff Some owners paid, others revolted. Stated they had 

increased the banana count on admission several years ago to avoid this.(probably the 

losers were unwilling to cough up) Anyway, I was unable to ratan bananas to Henry; 

Amigos, Barnett. Unfortunately, the kids milk and lunch money was due and the extra 

bananas helped out. 

GOOD LUCK 

THE COMMISSIONER 



 

 

RESULTS AND STANDINGS 
WEEK • 4 

THE CRACKED NUTS DIVISION 

DIVISION ONE  
 W L T  ' PF PA TRP 

Three Amigos 3 1  _ 0.75 116 89  

Daniel/Stough  3 1 
_ 

 0.75 142 104  

Lovaas 2 2  0.50 142 160  

Henry 2 2  0.50 121 129  

Barnett 2 2  0.50 122 96  

Varner 2 2  0.50  11i ' 132  

M. Bodemann 1 3   0.25 114 
, 

124  

Smith 1 3  0.25 , 75 124   

Smith 10 M. Bodemann 39 

Smith follows up cheap first win with a sound defeat at the hands of Mike Bodemann who finally puts 

one in win column with a strong performance by his outstanding Quarterback, Steve Young, with six 

points. Actually, Wafters and Davis for Mike Bodemann were way more than Dennis could handle. 

Dennis played Marshall Faulk who was out for a second week with a sprained toe. I think he ought to 

cut it off and get on the field. 

Lovaas 34 Henry 21 

• 
Lovaas survives zero points from Elway with four of six players scoring. Ten points from his kicker-

Carney—provided a boost. 

Three Amigos 35 Varner 19 

The Amigos win with zero points from Marino with the great assistance of Martin (San Diego) with 

eighteen points. Varner played Farve this week who had two touchdowns, but not enough to 

overcome the stronger Amigo team. 

Daniel/Stough 47 Barnett 26 

Five touchdowns from Scott Mitchell (DET) is all Daniel/Stough needed to beat Barnett's 26 points 

from four different players. 



 

 

RESULTS AND STANDINGS 
WEEK 4 

THE NUT CRACKER DIVISION 

DIVISION TWO  
 W L  T % 

7
 PF PA TRP 

McCrary 3 1  0.75 123 110  

Cellars/D. Bodemann 3 1  0.75 131 92  

Braun 2 2  0.50 120 103  

Kleinhenz 2 2 
_ 

 0.50 144 147 L 

D. Bodemann 2 2  0.50 94 110  

Hale 2 2  0.50 117 107  

Larrison 2 2  0.50 154 155  

Three Wise Men 0 4  0.00 87 136  
 

Three Wise Men 23 D. Bodemann 25 

Upon review of Irving Kuo's comments, my thoughts were correct. Mathis did score the second 

touchdown via pass, as well as a two-point conversion which results in the fourth loss for the Three 

Wise Men. Had Atlanta's Head Coach not pulled George, Three Wise Men could have possibly won. 

e) There is no wrong answer (Personal Preference). However, in calling up the line-up, McCabe 

wasn't aware that Risen, who plays for Baltimore except for the off week, was scheduled to play for 

Jacksonville. As Jacksonville player he scored twelve points which would have been more than 

enough to defeat Don. 

Braun 21 McCrary 19 

One point from Boniol (DAL) was not enough for McCrary to side step the Braunster. 

Kleinhenz 38 Hale 28 

Kleinhenz glides in with twelve points from Terrell Davis and eighteen points from Martin (San 

Diego) to upset Hale. Kleinhenz plays Faulk who is out for the second week with a sprained toe. 

Sellers/S. Bodemann 47 Lanis' on 20 



 

 

FANTASY FOOTBALL 

1996 

WEEK 6 

WEEK 7 OPEN DATES: DENVER, KANSAS CITY, SAN DIEGO, 

SEATTLE 

The funny man laughs no more. Without a win the newsletter is becoming a hardship to write and may 

become very short if the trend continues. Question of the Week is very simple. What do the Three Wise 

Men, Atlanta, New Orleans and the Jets have in common. Answer. They are winlessl!! 

The time-12:45p.m. The date—Wednesday, October 2, 1996. Just received a call from Barnett asking if it 

is too late to change his lineup. He stated that he couldn't remember if the cut-off was Tuesday or 

Wednesday. On a count of three lets all say SHITHEAD,  

One, two, three SHITHEAD!! Actually, Dennis Smith stated recently that "shithead " must be a 

preferred word in my vocabulary. Actually, it is just a trend. It is a combination of a noun and adjective.   
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1995 FANTASY FOOTBALL LEAGUE PREVIEW 

January 29, 1995 

Yes fantasy football team owners, the 1995 draft is only 208 days away. My how time flies. Based 

upon my less than stellar finish during the 1994 season ( I can't even say "thank God for Dow!") and 

my willingness to assume the position of Commissioner, I have been given the title of "Commissioner by 

Default" (CBD). 

Two weeks ago at a high level, select, secret owners' meeting held on the grounds of the 

Bodemann Mountain Gymnasium, suggestions for the forthcoming season were discussed and are listed 

below for your review and comment. 

1. Entry fee: $200 per team. Fee includes two supplemental drafts to be held on the Mondays after 

weeks three and eight. 

2. Total purse of $3,000 to be allocated as follows: a.. 
Final conference standings 

1st place $ 250 

2nd place 175 

3rd place 125 

4th place 100 

Total 

b. Playoffs: 

Round 1 winners (2) $100 

Round 2 winners $200 

Super Bowl winner $500 

c. Weirdo Side Contests: 

Season high point total: $100 

Single week high point total: $100 Last-week-of-season-high-low-total-roster-scoring-free-

for-all (Super Bowl contestants are excluded): $100 each. If there is a tie for either high or 

low, total prize of $200 goes to winner of other contest 

Summary qf 'Purse Allocation:  

Final conference standings ($650 x 2 div) $ 1,300 

Playoffs ($2001-20-400 x 2 div=800+500) 1,300 
Weirdo Side Contests 400 

Total $ 3,000 


